Module Focus/Specific Learning Outcomes: make sure that you write the key unit objectives to be acquired at the
end of the unit.
Learning Activity: Complete a learning activity. This will help you to review or practise what you have learned and
to prepare you for an assignment or an examination. You will not submit learning activities to your tutor/marker.
Instead, you will compare your responses to those provided in the Learning Activity Answer Key found at the end of
the applicable module.
Video/Flashcard app: View a video.
Stop/Caution: Use caution when conducting this learning activity or experiment.
Assignment: Complete an assignment. You will submit your completed assignments to your tutor/marker for
assessment in accordance with the chart found in the course Introduction.
Learning Partner: Ask your learning partner to help you with this task.
Note: Take note of and remember this important information or reminder.

Examination: Write your final examination at this time.
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UNIT 5
DIJITAL
ELECTRONICS
5.1
Fundementals of
Digital
Electronics

VOCABULARY

SKILLS WORK

FUNCTIONS

Lead-in activity
Catch words on a
video
Listening
Catch words on a
video
Listening
Catch sentences on a
video

Reading
First step to digital electronics

To learn logic gates of digital
electronics
Filling blanks
To learn truth tables of logic
gates of digital electronics
Matching truth tables with
gates
Practice the gates
Talk about gates
Practice the gates
Matching truth tables with
Gates, and its symbol

5.2
Logic design

Lead-in activity
Discuss about digital
era

5.3
Design of a
digital circuit

Lead-in activity
Discuss effect of
digital era on our
social and economic
life

Reading
Digital era
Reading
Catch words, decide if it is T/F
Reading
Decide if it is
Advantage/Disadvantage
Task
Collect information
Reading
Digital skills gap

Terms of digital era
Put letters in right order and
find a meaningful word
Drawing
Draw digital circuit, fill the
truth table
Drawing
Draw digital circuit, fill the
truth table
. Task
Choosing the right title
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In this unit, you will learn;
 have more information about the digital era
 know basic rules of digital electronic circuits

 introduce coponents used in a digital circuit

 design basic digital circuits

 talk about a circuit designed with digital Gates

 understand an article, book related digital electronics written in English
3

UNIT 5.1
Fundementals of
Digital Electronics
1

 History of Digital Electronics
 Digital gates
 Truth tables of gates

Lead-in Activity: Watch the video and tick the words you heard, much words much better.
Disc driver

Multiface flow

Significant

Floppy disk
Smart grids

Operations

Process

Binary Digit

Boolean

Calculation

Karnough map

Remarkable

IT studies

Megabyte

Cyber

Personal computer

IT studies

Visionary

Tailor-made

Microprocessor

FTP Search

GSM

Mindsets

High performmance

Enterprise search

Truth table

Online banking

Creativity

Watch one more time and try to catch more words related history of digital electronics
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Reading: Have a look on lecture notes of a professor and try to find sth about the terms which you may have
heard fort he first time.
First step to digital electronics and its development
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Find the words you have heard on video.
Logic gates

Logic desig

Binary Digit

Truth table

AND Gate

Input

Karnough map

OR Gate

Integrated Circuit

OR Gate

Output

74 series ICs

IC

Microprocessor

Flip-flop

Counter

Boolean Algebra

Circuit

Logic 0

Logic 1

REVIEW:
In digital circuits, binary bit values of 0 and 1 are represented by voltage signals measured in reference to a common circuit point
called ground. An absence of voltage represents a binary “0” and the presence of full DC supply voltage represents a binary “1.”
A logic gate, or simply gate, is a special form of amplifier circuit designed to input and output logic level voltages (voltages intended to
represent binary bits). Gate circuits are most commonly represented in a schematic by their own unique symbols rather than by their
constituent transistors and resistors.
Just as with operational amplifiers, the power supply connections to gates are often omitted in schematic diagrams for the sake of
simplicity.
A truth table is a standard way of representing the input/output relationships of a gate circuit, listing all the possible input logic level
combinations with their respective output logic levels.
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4

Look at the picture carefully and fill in the blanks with the appropriate words.

-

AND Gate

-

OR Gate

-

Inverter

-

Ground pin

-

DC Supply

-

Boolean equality
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Listening: Watch the video and take attention what lecturer is going to say about logical gates. Put a
click on sentences you heard on video
1. NOT gate has a single input, and single output.
2. The output Z is 1, if both inputs are 1 (AND Gate)
3. EXOR is formed by using extra ouput on OR gate
4. NAND gate is really NOT and AND gate
5. EXNOR is a gate consisting of an EXOR and a NOR Gate in a same IC cover
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6

8

Match the truth tables with drawing arrows to its gate.
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Practice the Gates you’ve learned. Work with your classmate(s) in groups and explain one of the
digital gates below with its truth table as it is described on video. Try to make your own video when you are talking
and watch it to find any mistake(s) made.
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1. AND gate and its truth table.

4. NOR gate

2. OR gate and its truth table.

5. NAND gate

3. NOT(Inverter gate) and its truth table.

6. EXOR gate
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Read the gate descriptions, match the right gate symbol, , and fill a truth table for it.

Description of the gate

Name of the gate

The output is ON (1) if both input
signals are ON (1).

OR gate

The output is ON if both inputs
are OFF

NOR gate

The output is ON if one input is
ON and the other is OFF, but will
not work if both are ON.

AND gate

10

Symbol of the gate

Truth table

The output is ON if either or both
inputs are ON.

NOT gate

A gate or inverter has just one
input. The output is ON if the
input is OFF, and OFF if the input
is ON.

The output is ON unless both
inputs are ON.

The output is ON unless both
inputs are ON.

XOR gate
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UNIT 5.2
Logic design

 Digital era
 Draw digital circuits
 Beginning to Boolean Algebra
 Basic exercises on Boolean Algebra

1

Lead-in Activity: Discuss about digital era
What do you think about the digital era?

What would the world be like if we lost all our digital data?

Data storage centres are mushrooming around the world. But how secure are they? Are they enough for the datas we have? How big are they?

12

2

Reading: Digital era
Does the digital era herald the end of history?

Has the digital transformation of our society put the future of recorded history in
jeopardy? Many internet observers fear so. But why, and what do they mean?
Since the 1980s our lives have grown increasingly digital, and with dizzying
speed.
Most of our photos, videos, conversations, research and writings are now stored as
strings of ones and noughts on local computers or in data centres distributed
throughout the world.
Data specialist EMC estimates that in 2013 the world contained about 4.4
zettabytes (4.4 trillion gigabytes) of data. By 2020, it expects this to have risen
tenfold.
History, in other words, has gone online.
While this means unprecedented instant access to vast stores of human knowledge
and culture, it also means that mountains of digital data of crucial importance to
archivists and future historians are potentially under threat from deletion,
corruption, theft, obsolescence and natural or man-made disasters. How so?
Data threats
In the past, we wrote on stone, wax tablets, parchment, calfskin vellum and paper anything we could get our hands on. And these hard copies lasted pretty well some cave paintings survived more than 40,000 years, while Egyptian
hieroglyphics date from about 3500BC.
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Read the article from original resource and decide
T for True, F for False fort he determination below;
3

1. Amount of digital datas growing in an unpredictable speed
2. Have no risk for the datas needed by history
3. It will be easy to access all datas easily in the future
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4

Terms of digital era

In these anagrams, there are six terms of digital era that
you might find. Your task is to create a meaningful word
by replacing the letters.
ETYEBYAR

PFPYOL

REGTEUGNB

WROSREB

WEGNOEDLK

UOCDL

5

Draw digital circuit by looking at the table on the left and fill the table missing cells with right digits.

Draw the circuit of Q=A·B+C logic
equation with using logic gates we have learned
and put the right digits on truth table on the right
column.
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Q=A·B+C

6

Draw digital circuit and fill the table missing cells with right digits.
Example 1: Draw the right logic diyagram for the equation below;
Basic Rules of Boolean Algebra

DeMorgan’s theorem

Example2: Fill the truth table with the right answer according to the
diyagram above;
A

BOOLEAN ALGEBRA RULES #1
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B

C

Q

7

Select statements below which belong to digital electronics, as advantage or as disadvantage
Statement

Computer-controlled digital systems can be controlled by software, allowing
new functions to be added witout changing hardware
In a digital system are easier to design and more precise representation of a
signal can be obtained by using more binary dgits to represent it.
Digital circuits are sometimes more expensive, especially in small quantities
The noise-immunity of digital systems permits data to be stored and retrieved
without noise
Information storage can be easier in digital systems than in analog ones
More digital circuitry can be fabricated on IC chips
Error mangement method can be inserted into the signal path. To detect
errors, and then either corect the errors, or at least ask for a new copy of the
data
Conversion to digital format and re-conversion to analog format is needed,
which always include the lost of information
In some cases, digital circuits use more energy than analog circuits and
produce more heat and need heat sinks
17

Advantage

Disadvantage





8

Task: Collect information about Jack Kilby, George Boole and Henry M. Sheffer and their contributions to
digital electronics.

Jack Kilby
……………………………………………
……………………………………………
……………………………………………
……………………………………………
……………………………………………
………………………………………………
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George Boole
…………………………………………………

Henry M. Sheffer
………………………………………………

………………………………………………

…………………………………………………

………………………………………………

…………………………………………………

………………………………………………

…………………………………………………

………………………………………………

…………………………………………………

………………………………………………

…………………………………………………

UNIT 5.3
Design of a digital circuit

 Combine digital gates
 Simplification of a formula
 Design digital circuits

1

Lead-in activity: Look at the outlook below which is about a book and try to discuss in deeply how digital
era has affected our life. In which part of the life affected most ?
“Social and Economic Transformation in the Digital Era”
provides a comprehensive and provoking analysis of the impact of
digital technologies on businesses, societies, and individuals. It
offers insights into when digital technologies will be used or not be
used. I highly recommend this book.
Prof. Eric van Heck, Professor of Electronic Markets, Erasmus
University Rotterdam School of Management
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2

Reading: Read the whole article on web with using QR code and give answers to the questions.

It has produced what it calls a digital exclusion heatmap, pinpointing the areas where people are most likely to miss out on the digital revolution.
There is bad news for Wales where over a third of the population do not have the five basic digital skills as defined by the charity. But London,
Scotland and East Anglia, come top of the league with over 80% of people having those skills.
The map also shows that men are less likely to be digitally disadvantaged than women, with 80% having the necessary skills as compared to 74% of
women.
What are these five skills, without which we are unfit for the digital future? Well if you can manage information, communicate, make payments,
solve problems, and create stuff online then you are in good shape.

3

Which altenative title of article is the best one for you? and why?
A) Digital Gap in digital era
Map of UK
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B) Digital skills of 21th century

C) Digital skills needed in Labour Market D) Digital Skills

Resources:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wFIyw9zIhrw&spfreload=5 , NTNU - University Youtube channel
http://www.colorado.edu/physics/phys3330/phys3330_sp12/phys3330_sp12/Lab_Manual_files/Exp_9_Spring12_re.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IDf2vEcyDfs PyroElectro Edu Youtube channel
http://www.freebookcentre.net/electronics-books-download/Digital-Electronics-lecture-Notes.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eJHmVlzH_9Q&index=5&list=PLvjxgtIvIgSEntQCN__WugynTB79AUvbP ,LBEbooks youtube channel
http://www.tutorialspoint.com/computer_logical_organization/logic_gates.htm
http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-32315449
http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-34570344
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